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Abstract: A’conplete measurement of the polarization transfer observable has
been made for the first time in the (p, ‘ reaction at intermediate energie .

‘2~(p,p’)12C reaction to tnehasurements are
$

repor ed for the 1$

T= 0(12.71MeV) and 1 , T = 1(15.11 MeV) states at 500 MeV at laborator~
scattering angles of 3.5°v 5.5°D 7.5°, and 12.0°. Linear combination of
these observable are ehown to exhibit a very .s*lectivedependence on the
Isoecalar and isovector spirrdependent components of the nucleon-nucleon
interaction. To the extent of the validity of the single collision approxi-
mation, these amplitudes are cortpareddirectly to the free nucleon-nucleon
amplitudes at small momentwn transfers (<1 fr”-l).

1. Introduction

A great deal of effort is currently undemay co assess the importance of
mediun-modified nucleomnucleon (NN) amplitudes in interpreting proton-nucleus
elaatic and inelastic scattering data at intermediate energies1,2), The succes9
achieved to date has been ●ncouraging but the results often depend on theoretical
interpretation or pure phenomenology. This 1s understandable since previous data
included only cross aectione and analyzing pwers. There is a gross lack of
sensitivity to the individual components of the NN interaction, especially the
spirrdependentparts, in these types of measurements. In the case of elastic
flattering or natural parity transitions the central part of the interaction
dom.tnatoe.

Polarization transfer measurements for unnatural parity states, howevel,
offer selectiv~ty and sensitivity to the individual pieceti of the NN spin
dependent interactlon3).These measurements require hifih energies where the
impulse approximation is expectd to be valld, a high resolution spectrometer
capable of resolving inelastic cransitione, and n means of analyzing the
polarization of the scattered proton~. The first two requirementshave been met
for some time now but only recently have we been able to realize the third4,5),

k would like to report on the firat such complete measurement of DL ‘p D55’,
D ., %’D %’ ‘~ and A ‘or ‘he 12c(~0p’)12c reactiontothe~+’T-o
(Y!071 Me% and b, T= 1 (15.11 MeV) etatee at 500MeV for momentm tran~fers of
q 4 1.2 fr”-l, and shcw that it is poaeible to construct four functione which are
linear combinations of the polarization tranafer obaervablen which, in the limit
of the single collision approximation,are each proportional to the strength of a
single epimdependent anplitude of the nucleorrnucleon interaction, In this
faahion it 1P. poeaible to compare the effective nucleorrnucleonspin-dependant
amplitudes obtained from the proton-nucleusmeasurements with the free valuaa.



2. ExperimentalMethod

Beams of 500 MeV protons with initial polarization longitudinal (L), normal
to the reaction plane (N), and sideways (S = NxL) were provided by the Clinton
P. Anderecm Meson Physics Facility (LAl@F). Protons inelasticallyscattered from
natural carbon targeta were momentun analyzed in the High Resolution Spectrometer
(HRS). For these measurements the Focal Plane Polarimeter (FPP) was employed to
analyze the outgoing proton polarization. This apparatus has been used for
elastic scattering measurement reported recently); and it is ’equallywell suited
to the present high resolution inelastic measurements.

Figure 1 shows the construction of the FPP residing at the exit of the HRS.
It consists of eight planes of mlti-wire drift chambers (MWDC) plus associated
trigger acintillators which constitute the standard focal-plane detector system.
This system 1s follmed by a four-inch carbon analyzer and eight more planes of
larger MMDC’S to detect the reacattered protons.

The front end of the uyatem nminzains the ener~ resolution of the HRS
(-lOOkeV), while the rear reconstructs trajectoriesof the rescattered protons
for all statea on the focal plane, finally yielding the polarization of the
scattered proton. A faat microprocessor is used to reject small angle rescatter-
1ngs and tmffered CAM.AC electronics are used to maintain high data rates at
low-duty cycles. The overall efficiency of the polarimeter is 10-15%. It 1S the

marriage of a high resolution spectrometerand a high efficiency polarimeter which
allcws the types of meaaurementa which we report.

Analysia of both polarization components perpendicular to [he momentm at the
focal plane allowa for measurement of u1l poaaible polarization transfer
observable at this ●nergy due to the preceavion of the spin in the dipoles. ‘he
outgoing sidewaya conponent (S’o perpendicull~rto k’ and in the reaction plane) is
transported unpreceaaed to the focal plane and is determined by the vertical
asymmetry, The longitudinal (L’) and norms-l(N’) components pr~ceee by 360°+ 52°
and are inferred from the horizontal asymmetry.

%veral ayatematic checks of the data are po8aible when analyzinfiall states
preeent at the focal plane. For most of the measurements, sirmltaneoua analyaie
of the 0+ (7.65 MeV) state in 12C allcn$ed for ch~cking of several symmetry
relatione appropriate to 0+ + 0+ tranait”Lons. In moat instances, the statistical
accuracy of the checks was comparable to or better than
intereat.

that of thel+ states of
High precision checks for elsstic scattering ), as well as systematic

checks of the FPP in generals), lead to the estimation that false asymmetries are
leas than 0.01. -
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Fig. 1. Schmnatic (f tho HRS Ibcal Plane Polarimeter.



A new class of problems IF encountered for Inel?etlc scattering to discrete
states involving background subtraction. For cases of poor peak to background,
determination of the background polarization becomes quite Important. lhe FPP IS
well suited to thie task as it providea a measurement of the peak plus background
polarization as well as the background polarization on either aide of the peak.
Figure 2 shows spectra of missing mass for three of the anglee ❑easured. The peak
to background for the 15.11 MeV state decreases from lu:l to 1:1 to 1:10 at 3.5°0
7.5° and 12°, respectively. The uncertainties introduced in the polarization
transfer obaervablee by the background correction were ’20% of the statistical
uncertainty of the peak at the smallest angle and ’50% at the largeat angle.

Ng. 2. Miaaing Masa Spectra at (a) 3.5°, (b) 7.5°, (c) 12°.

3. REsults

Our preliminary data for the 1+, T- O (12.71 MeV) ●nd 1+, T= 1 (15.11 MeV)
states in 12C are ahown in Figs. 3a and 3b. Ln these figuroa we also ahcw the
functionsDij# defined aa

(1)

where F is the collision matrix for the reaction, ~. =
m
uo~ m 1, ~, i= SPN,L and -

$~, j’ = S’, N’,
i

iL’ are the cartcsian consonants of the Paul matrices of the
i cident and scattered proton. L(L’) la parallel to the incident (scatterad)
❑omantun direction, N = N’ is nomal to the reaction plana and S(S’) fOI’Ma
right-handed coordinate cystem with N and L (N’ ●nd L’). Tr denotes the trace
with respect to the proton ●nd nuclaar spin projactiona.

In Fi$s. 4a ●nd 4b we show tha functionsDk for the T = O ●fidT = I states
ralated to the ●pin tran$fer oboervablaeDij, by

DNN/ (DLS, - DSLl)Oin~]

~N’ + (DLSI - DSL,)sin~]

(2)



where ~ 18 the laboratory mattering angle. lhese functions will be shown to be
simply related to the NN amplitude in Sec. 4. The error bars reflect both
aitatiaticaland systematic effecte due to backgroud subtraction.

4. DiBcu6sion

Shwn on Fige. 3 and 4 are Glauber (solid curve) calculations of the
polarization transfer obeervables using Cohen-Kurath wave frictions and free N-N
a~litudes from Arndt’a SP82 solution.
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Fig. 4 ~ obaervablea defined in Eq. (3) for (a) 1+, T= O (12.71 MeV), and
(b] lY, T- 1 (15.11 MeV) atatea. The solid curve is a full Glauber calculation;
the dashed curve is the single collision approximation of Eqn. (10).

Several features of the data are noteworthy. AR has been shown at 150 MeV7)

and 400 MeV8), DNN is clo.geto zero at a~ll momentum trangfer indicative of a

apinrflip transition, This IS true for the 12.71 and 15.11 MeV states. P Z$in
the case of the 15.11 but there is some evidence for P - &iyfor the 12.71 to be aa
large as ‘O*4 but with eubatancial error bars. Thin is similur to the differences
oeen at 150 MeV9) but opposite in si~n. Glauber theory predicte this to be zero.
There iu

i
a eo ●violence for DLS, - -D~L* aa predicted in the adiabatic

approxWtionl ).
It 1s difficult to aseeeo the i~licatione of any agreement or dieagreemant

Withollt d simple model in which a direct corraapondence 18 mnde between the
obaervablae and the Ingredients of the theory. Although co~lcta calculations can
be done within the Clauber theory or I)WIAfremeworke, coma insight 10 offared by
the simple expraaniona for the obsarvabl,isa developed in the single collision
Glauber approximation or

‘Ihe matrix elamenta
equivalently plane wave i~ulse approximation(PWIA).
of both of these approximation ara given by

. .-
~(q) m ~lFNN(q)e-iq-r{i> (3)



where Ii> and If> are the initial and final states of the system characterized by
the target spin, parity, Isospin, and the projectile spin projections. FNN(q) iS

the NN collision matrix which we parametrize as

(4)

where

G and ~2 are the projectile- and target-nucleonPauli matrices respectively,and
k{k’) is the incoming (outgoing)momenttxnvector. Tileco~onents Z(q), ...F(q) in
Eq. (5) can be further decomposed into jsoscalar and isovector parts by

x(q) - Ao(q) + Al(q)(~l ● ~2) etc. (6)

. .
where ‘1 and ‘2 are the projectile- and target-nucleon Iaospin operatora
respectively.

‘lhesingle collision approximation allows us to reduce the expressions for
the spin transfer observable, DIjl, into simple expressions for transitions to

unnatural parity states given byll):

1++ifl= [X:]2[IC:12+IBC12 - IFC12] - [X\]21EE12

xc% +IFE12]- [X~]21EC12= [X~]2[lCC12 - IBC12

2 2 2 22
I~Dq4- [xi][lCcl - IBLI - IFLI] + [xi] lE&l

where

2 2 2 2 22
1{- [x:] [Icgl + IBcl + IFCI ]+ [xi] IELI

(7)

(8)

in the t!npolarizetdcroea amction, and xi and Xl are the transverse arid
longitudinal fonrr factor- defined au the reduced matrix elernentaof the axial
traneveroe electr’: and axial longitudinalmltipole operatorslz):



(9)

& = 0,1 is the isospin of the final nuclear state. A simple rotation transforms

the (G,6,~) system into (g,fi,~).

Within the context of tb single collision approximation, the Dk functions
defined inEq. (2) reduce to the follming simple expressions):

(lo)

The single collision approximate forme of the Dk functions are shown in
Fig. 4 (dashed curve). out to 0.7 fro-lor better, the agreement between the full
Clauber calculation (solid curve) and the approximate form 1S to within the
accuracy of of the data. (Those functions where the two calculationsare
virtually the same are indicated with an asterisk). To this extent, it 1s
poa8ible to compare the mgnitude of the individual components of the NN
amplitude with the data, since from Eqn. (10) it is seen that each D is
proportional to the strength of a keingle apiwdependenc amplitude of t e NN
interaction, so that each curve of Fig. 4 Ie aewitive to one and only one NN
amplitude. In Fig. 4 the amplitude to which the particular Dk iS proportionalis
ehcninIn patenthe8eB.

In the local density approximation,R large density dependent effect ie seen
in the central spin-independent the force. Wwever, the cen ral spin

‘arf ‘~henomenologicallyit is found;) that aorbit is unchanged from its free values ).
50% Increaaie in the central epin orbit force around 0.2 to 0.6 fro-l18 needed to
fit elaatic cross eection and an&lyzing power data at 500 MeV. A eimilar result
holds for the Q elastic data at 500 MeV6). Chr data for Do ia only 18~8el?tiV~of

such an effect. tire preciee measurements ar~ needed. We met conclude, in fact,
that our measurements are in very Bood agreement with calculation baaed on free
NN amplitudes at the 10 to 15% level.



.

The data shwn in Fig. 3 represent approximately200 hours of data taking..
It ie therefore feasible to envieion more precise measurements over several
nuclear transitions to Investigate the systemat~cs oi the effective NN interaction
in proton nucleus scattering.

5. tinclusions

* believe we have demonstrateda new approach at intermediate energies to
determine the effective nucleon-nucleoninteraction for proton-nucleus reactions
directly from polarization transfer observable. This impacts directly on the
question of the validity of the impulse -pproximation at intermediate energies.

Due to the high-efficiency, high-resolution polarimeters now available, these
measurements are feasible and may provide the insight into the known deficiencies
of the theories. M have shown the first such complete Get of ❑easurements.
Further measurements will hopefully allw for a very definitive mapping of these
effective NN interactions in nuclei.
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